Powerful performance for heavy-duty machining: In demanding pipeline construction, AFS Fittings Service Achim GmbH & Co. KG uses a 3-axis machining centre from HEDELIUS.
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a lot of deep hole drilling of up to 300 mm
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the production could once again be improved
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be increased. “With the BC85, parts can
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be processed differently than before. We
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As a P version, the stable processing
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centre has a lowered machine table so that

is equipped with a Sinumerik control system
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from Siemens. There is a very simple, but

All in all, AFS in Achim is very satisfied
with the BC85. The concept of HEDELIUS
was persuasive. The stable machine in
connection with the powerful spindle, the
lower machine table and the Sinumerik
control were decisive from a technical point
of view in choosing HEDELIUS. Important
in the decision for the machining centre was
also the clear line pursued by HEDELIUS
in relation to its own products, as well
as the fact that “Made in Germany” is a
priority in Meppen. Maik Rosenowski is also
satisfied with the service of the northern
German machine manufacturer: “In the
beginning there were software problems
that were solved very quickly. HEDELIUS is
immediately there. I am very satisfied with
the service.”

